
Fitness Class
Schedule

W A M  2 0 2 1

  Friday  Monday   Tuesday   Wednesday   Thursday   Saturday   Sunday

Hybrid

Virtual Only

In Person Only

Virtual & In person

Password: WAMCLUBS

Max capacity WH|10 MP|8 -No sign ups 



Fitness class Descritpions
W A M

Aqua Exercise
The focus is on low impact workout in the 3d environment resistance buoyancy and water

pressure. 

Spin
A high intensity non impact cardiovascular workout.

Cardio Interval
You will incorporate intervals of intense cardiovasuclar training mixed with compound movements using free

weights. 

Power Shop
Strengthen tone and sculpt your muscles using the step bench and weights. 

Mat Pilates
The principals of Pilates-focus on flexibility, balance, core strength, and breathing. 

Dance Synergy
This routine features interval training sessions where fast and slow rhythms and resistance trainings are

combined to tone and sculpt your body while burning fat. 

Core Body Training
A total body strength training with core being the main focus. This class uses light dumbbells and body weight to

help strengthen and tone head to toe. 

Yoga
Tap into your unlimited potential, access your inner peace, and achieve balance, strength and flexibility through

yoga poses. 

Yoga Vinyasa
This flow style lengths together strengthening and stretching poses, this practice increases not only fitness levels

but improves range of motion and alleviates stress and tension. 

Hatha Yoga
This style of yoga focuses on taking the time to discover the proper alignment for each pose. Attention given to

breathing technique, form, and strength. 

Gentle Yoga
This practice focuses on the foundations of yoga. offering a wider range of modifications for each pose.  

HIIT
High intensity interval training! In this thirty minute workout you will work your total body including

cardiovascular efforts. 

Strength Training 
A varied whole body workout with an emphasis on good form and functional qualitative movements. 

Zumba
An aerobic fitness program featuring movements inspired by various styles of Latin American dance and

performed primarily to Latin American dance music. 


